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Academics and Training Providers (1 of 2)
Speaker: Antoinette Prophy – Blockchain Academy
Purpose: Educate for Inclusion
Key Points
•

Govt, private sector, re-skilling and youth, unemployed youth

•

Course design & curriculum development

•

Opportunity to re-skill graduates with technical skills

•

Also from a primary and high school perspective

•

Instill the knowledge as early as possible

•

Re-skill and create internships with corporate partners

•

Collaboration between universities and private sector – extremely important – includes networking

•

For university chairs and professors – education programs

•

Start appointing adjunct professors from industry

Academics and Training Providers (2 of 2)
Outcomes

1.

Capacity development and academic leadership

2.

Improve skills

3.

Blockchain chair at university level

4.

Increase access to information and knowledge across stakeholders

Feedback from audience
•

Opportunities globally to lead in research

•

Cardano would be interested in getting involved (possibly also with funding)

•

EOS is running Blockchain developer training in Kenya

•

Would be great to have industry mentor post-grad students and put forward research topics for Masters students

Who else should be involved?

•

Basic education

•

High schools

•

SAQA

•

SETAs to accredit the course content

UCT agreed to champion

Business (1 of 2)
Speaker: Paul Mitchell, PWC

Purpose: The betterment of SA generally
Key Points
•

DST and CSIR help provide access to government departments to enable prototyping and work to be done that
interacts with or needs to integrate with government assets like, for example, National IDs

•

SANBA should be doing things that relate to government

•

Business could go to international conferences and represent themselves as well as South Africa, like many
other companies do overseas

•

How does this relate to other initiatives?

•

South African National Blockchain Consortium (SAFBC) could be broadened to include SANBA

•

POCs and hackathons could be scaled – instead of just within a single business, open to the broader community

•

This space needs to be quick – can’t have the same pace as typical govt initiatives

•

Basic principles
•
Corruption vs transparency
•
Open source
•
Build, measure, learn philosophy

•

What could government do?
•
Access to right sets of people, regulation, funding and coordination
•
Help bring real use cases and scale to the POCs businesses are running
•
Paying business to create POCs for which govt owns the IP – govt can give access to these sandboxes,
access to the ecosystem to test, pre-approval of data sets, open data e.g. Home Affairs Identity

Business (2 of 2)
Outcomes
1.

Education
1.

Align incentives so that people of substance can be given a platform to teach (local and
international SMEs)

2.

Internships, hackathons, the getting it done part

3.

If you’re building POCs you can bring in on-the-job learning

4.

Local companies are willing to take on local junior students

2.

Building trust in records – identity, land records, academic records

3.

Tenders are a good lever
1.

4.

Align incentives

Like with tenders – what are the other areas that govt could group in which the application of
Blockchain could add value, i.e. not industry- or sector-based

Feedback from audience
•

DST has a fund – Sector-Specific Innovation Fund – what possible funding mechanisms could large businesses
contribute to?

NONA and Old Mutual agreed to champion – key need is to define what ‘this’ is

Start-Ups (1 of 2)
Speaker: Gavin Marshall – Blockchain Academy
Purpose: A collaborative space, I don’t have to go it alone
Key Points
•

Initial skepticism about the role of govt

•

Access to funding

•

Regulation and IP laws
•
•
•

SA is not friendly – this needs to change – to have a forum where this could be discussed
Regulatory sandbox
Setting up bank accounts etc must be made easy

•
•

Make a public statement that govt will support the Blockchain movement
Banks in SA are shutting down accounts because they’re related to crypto

•

Access to problems – what are the juicy problems for innovators to solve – and partnerships related
to these

•

SANBA must add value to the start-ups – start-ups don’t have time to spare – real value

•

Knowledge sharing

Start-Ups (2 of 2)
•

Govt can fund start-ups that are impactful but will not get VC funding because they won’t be
‘unicorns’

•

Govt can fund the development of open source IP hubs

•

Start-ups find it difficult to get a voice with govt, they’re generally running several years ahead of the
market

•

SA govt isn’t recognizing innovation in SA – isn’t providing funds. Why do we have to go to European
Commission to get funding

•

Provide access to government stakeholders

•

We really need to see buy-in, passion and action from govt

•

We can lead and leap frog

Lohan Spies and David Wood agreed to champion
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Researchers, Academics and Training Providers (1 of 2)
Outcomes
1.

2.

Central point (db/portal?)
1.

curated list of research problems with collaborative inputs

2.

Derive solutions, technologies etc and link them to the research problem

3.

Education – have a system that feeds back into the portal/db with education
resources

4.

People in the community – list individuals and their roles, focus areas, organisations

Skills transfer
1.

Getting experts to come into SA to teach, train, mentor – incentive structures, crowdfunding

Ways of being
• Learning by doing

• Smart contract
• Setup a DAO (Decentralised, autonomous organisation)

Researchers, Academics and Training Providers (2 of 2)
Feedback from audience
• Definer/submitter of risk or research problem becomes the’ owner’

Cornelius (Octobase) agreed to champion

Start-Ups (1 of 2)
Speaker: Llew Morkel

Outcomes
1.

Start-up culture should be modelled for SANBA as a whole – culture of sharing and risk-taking

2.

Funding through cash and tax breaks

3.

Share tools with each other

4.

Established communication structures

5.

Learn from each other across the country

6.

Ripple effect in marketing – beat launch, help them test

7.

Make it affordable to reach more people

8.

Influence regulation – as a group if SANBA stands together it will be easier

Start-Ups (2 of 2)
Outcomes
1.

Educate the market

2.

Educate younger people

3.

Visibility of govt tenders

4.

Start-ups get preferential treatment in tenders etc

5.

Relaxation of labour laws for start-ups

6.

Database of projects, project details, people, contact details

7.

Special economic zone – sector-based

Ways of being
1.

Evolution, grow as we go

2.

As start-ups also understand the value of structure – 2-levels no more – Manco and then
representative groups and coming from that, advocates

3.

Multi-stakeholder body

4.

Newsletter, progress report, communication loop after sessions like these and interactions
with govt

Llew Morkel (DreamBlock) and Kreaan Sinigh (Blockstarters) agreed to champion

Business, Govt & Civil Society (1 of 2)
Speaker: Mark Brits, Banking Association of SA
Purpose: Looked at Singapore Smart Nation concept – emulate this:

Outcomes
1.

Be the voice of the community

2.

Promote solid public relations around blockchain and drive interest levels

3.

Promotion of the technology and ethics, and the how you use it

4.

go to international conferences and represent themselves and SA

5.

Drive vocational training right down to Basic Education - Include a broad ambit of
organisations to help define this

6.

Cross-pollination between industries

Business, Govt & Civil Society (2 of 2)
Ways of being
1.

Govt must be a key stakeholder

2.

DST on the technical front, DTPS on the regulatory front

3.

Govt must be involved so they ensure the issues of govt are resolved

4.

Break down the silo’s of govt

5.

Legal liability for participants

6.

To make an impact have to do things differently – don’t run this like previous associations – run it in the principles of blockchain –
decentralization, autonomy but accountability

7.

Stop talking about the tech, focus on solving problems

8.

One Minister that will take ownership and drive this – maybe Minister of Social Development

9.

Govt and regulation can’t join at the end of the journey – they have to come in an ‘make it ok’ so people know they can be creative

10.

Each person is part of the ecosystem, regardless of their organisation

11.

Set ourselves up as a Stokvel, can bank with Treasury, everyone contributes into a fund. The advantage of that is that Treasury
banks with Stokvels. Even the management structure of Stokvels is very different and effective. This could give us a guideline

Roles
•

Sisa and Ian

•

Technical advocate – Gerhard Dinhof

•

Heinrich through the inter-govt fintech working group and Mark Brits through Banking Association

•

Governance – Ben, Letisha

Thank You

